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INTELLIGENCE:

MAINTENANCE-FREE PARQUET
 HEALTHY PARQUET

SOUND-REDUCTION PARQUET

ABOVE THE 
MOUNTAINS 
OF TYROL.





 
WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE I ROBINIA STEAMED I ORIGINAL | BEVELLED, BRUSHED



 WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK TAUPE ICE | ACCENT | BEVELLED, DEEP BRUSHED
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EDITORIAL

SEVENTH GENERATION  
FAMILY BUSINESS 

We love wood! Our family has been tied to this natural element for over 180 
years and this has brought great success: in 2007 we were distinguished 
as the best of 240,000 family businesses in Austria. We are flourishing just 
like the natural resource of wood thrives. Nicola Weitzer, Michael Wesonig, 
Kathrin Wesonig and Alexandra Decker-Weitzer have headed up the new 
seventh generation of the family business. They are carrying on the lifework 
of their parents, grandparents and previous generations with strong dedica-
tion.

In the following pages we will show what defines us and what forms the  
basis of our Parquet Intelligence: our heritage, top quality and precision,  
a love of craftmanship and innovation, our ecological responsibility, decades 
of experience and diverse selection of products.

And now, we invite you to immerse yourself in a world full of beauty, nature 
and intelligent solutions. Enjoy exploring our natural treasures.

WELCOME TO  
THE WORLD OF  
WEITZER PARKETT

WE HAVE BEEN  
PASSIONATE ABOUT  
WOOD FOR OVER  
180 YEARS.

HIGHLIGHTS

PLANK APPEARANCE 16

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE 32

BLOCK APPEARANCE 48

STRIP APPEARANCE 62

MAINTENANCE-FREE PARQUET 28

HEALTHY PARQUET 44

SOUND-REDUCTION PARQUET 58

WOODEN STAIRS 72

From left to right:  
Three generations in one picture: 

Michael Wesonig, Angelika 
Wesonig-Weitzer, Wilfried Weitzer, 

Nicola Weitzer, Martha Weitzer, 
Alexandra Decker-Weitzer 

and Kathrin Wesonig 
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MADE IN  
AUSTRIA 

THERE ARE  
MANY REASONS 
WHY WE ARE 
PROUD OF OUR 
HERITAGE. 

LOCATION08



VIENNA

WEIZ

GÜSSING

SALZBURG

INNSBRUCK

ROOTED IN OUR  
HOMELAND

Even though Austria is known as a land of mountains and valleys, 
rivers and lakes, it is first and foremost a land of forests. Our 
hometown of Weiz is located in the middle of the green region of 
Styria, the most densely wooded state in Austria. About 61 percent 
of the region is forest. There are about 850 million trees in a  
million hectares of forest. And this resource is continuously  
growing – much to our delight and the delight of nature!

The forest is our lifeline where each piece of wood is a treasure.  
It is a natural resource that re-grows, has its own character and 
yet is still so diverse. 

“Made in Austria” is a special attribute of our products. From the 
tree trunk to the ready parquet block, everything comes from one 
source – from us – and is passionately made in Austria. This is  
why we consider our parquet to be a piece of craftsmanship, a 
piece of nature. 

LOCATION 09



PRECISION PRECISION 
THAT COMES 
FROM PASSION

INNOVATIVE  
PARQUET  
CRAFTED  
PRECISELY BY  
A MASTER’S  
SKILLED HAND.

10



PRECISION

Perfection and quality 
personally inspected:
Wilfried Weitzer, 6th 
generation CEO, in the 
workshop in Weiz.

OUR  
EXPERIENCE  
SETS THE 
STANDARD

Since the early beginnings of 
the family operation in 1831 as a 
veneer sawmill, our experience 
in the art of wood processing has 
been passed on from generation 
to generation, from employee to 
employee and continually  
improved and polished. A sense 
of tradition and innovation 
are never in conflict. Even our 
patience pays off: we try and 
test untiringly to discover new 
techniques and procedures. 
The result is a well engineered 
product without an expiry date 
that is causing an international 
sensation. 

WOOD  
EXPERTISE 
FROM ONE 
SOURCE

The secret of Weitzer Parkett:  
high quality materials, traditional 
craftsmanship, technical innovation 
and precision together with our  
experience. We do all the work 
ourselves, from the first cut to the 
finishing touch – and this applies to 
every single plank and block. The 
highest quality is our standard.

“WE MANAGE THE ENTIRE  
VALUE CHAIN AND IN SO DOING 

WE PAY ATTENTION TO OUR 
ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY 

FROM START TO FINISH.”

11



THIS IS  PARQUET INTELLIGENCE: 

PERFECT SOLUTIONS 
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

Are you looking for parquet flooring that offers you functional benefits?

Our Intelligent Solution: The characteristics of our maintenance-free, healthy, 
sound-reduction parquet are unique worldwide, and provide extensive evidence 
of our innovative strength – a strength that sets new benchmarks when it comes 
to parquet flooring. This is why we can promise you more enjoyment, more  
convenience and better quality!

THIS IS PARQUET INTE

IMPORTANT  
INFORMATION  
AT A GLANCE

Weitzer Parkett stands for functional,  
intelligent parquet and stair solutions covering 
special areas of use. The wood floors are made 
in contemporary designs and with ecological 
responsibility. 

Over the years we have gathered a great  
wealth of knowledge in our field and applied  
it to our parquet. This is what makes our floors 
so special – their various functions match the 
most diverse requirements. And this is why  
we call it Parquet Intelligence. 

PARQUET  
INTELLIGENCE PARQUET  

INTELLIGENCE

OUR KNOWLEDGE 
IS YOUR  
ADVANTAGE.
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PARQUET  
INTELLIGENCE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK KASCHMIR | SPECTRUM | BEVELLED
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MAINTENANCE-FREE 
PARQUET  

  Saves you time and money

  Complicated and time consuming maintenance is no  
longer required

  Revolutionary technology means only gentle cleaning  
is needed

FUNCTIONALITY WEITZER  
PARKETT 
FUNCTIONS

WE LAY A DREAM 
FLOOR AT YOUR 
FEET: MASTERFUL 
SOLUTIONS  
FOR EVERY  
CONCEIVABLE  
REQUIREMENT.

HEALTHY 
PARQUET 

  Promotes well-being and creates a healthy indoor environ-
ment with the AAAA’ effect:  
Allergy-friendly, Antibacterial, Antistatic and Alive

 Surface treated purely with natural plant oils and waxes

SOUND-REDUCTION 
PARQUET

 The quietest parquet in the world, thanks to our  
 unique and patented Silent Intelligence™ technology

 The built-in insulation layer absorbs the sound of  
 footsteps providing outstanding reduction in subsonic  
 and ambient noise

WORLD FIRST

14



FUNCTIONALITY

BECAUSE PARQUET IS  
MORE THAN JUST A FLOOR

Each of our parquet floors fulfills its own unique function, regardless of  
whether it is used in the business sector or in personal living space. For 
example, as the world’s first manufacturer we have developed a Maintenance-
free parquet. Other functions include Healthy parquet, which provides a healthy 
feel-good environment and Sound-reduction parquet, which is distinguished by 
very low values for ambient sounds and impact noise. And these floors work no 
matter what the surface. They come in three versions: lacquered finish  
(ProStrong), natural matt (ProActive+) and oiled (ProVital finish).

PROACTIVE+
THE NATURAL MATT 
SURFACE FINISH

SOUND-
REDUC-
TION 
PARQUET

MAIN-
TENANCE-
FREE 
PARQUET 

YOU SEE the natural surface

YOU FEEL the pores

INTELLIGENT CHARACTERISTICS 

  Maintenance-free for residential living
  The highest standard for anti-scratch 

 and resistance against certain chemicals, 
 etc.

SOUND-
REDUC-
TION 
PARQUET

PROSTRONG
LACQUERED 
SURFACE FINISH     

MAIN-
TENANCE-
FREE 
PARQUET 

YOU SEE a satin gloss appearance 

YOU FEEL a uniform lacquered finish

INTELLIGENT CHARACTERISTICS 

  Maintenance-free for residential living
 Highest standard for anti-scratch 

 and resistance against certain chemicals, 
 etc.

PROVITAL finish
THE NATURAL OILED 
SURFACE FINISH

SOUND-
REDUC-
TION 
PARQUET

HEALTHY 
PARQUET 

YOU SEE a satiny matt appearance

YOU FEEL the wood structure up close

INTELLIGENT CHARACTERISTICS  

  Regular maintenance refreshes the 
 impregnation/protective layer. It is thus 
 ideal for commercial applications.
  Especially breathable. Can be partially 

 renovated. 
  Surface oiled at the end of the workshop 

 production process.
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EVERY PIECE  
IS UNIQUE

The plank is among the oldest wood 
floor shapes. What is remarkable is 
that only 17 percent of a tree trunk 
can be used for the plank. This  
underlines the high quality of this 
kind of parquet. With their large 
surface area, planks have a very  
expressive, natural wood charm. 
The characteristics of the wood  
are fully preserved, making each 
floor unique. 



COLOUR RANGE
NATURE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK | ACCENT | BEVELLED, BRUSHED
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COLOUR RANGE
LAVA

PLANK APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK BLACK PEPPER | ORIGINAL | BEVELLED

EFFECTS THAT 
PERFECTLY MEET 

SPIRIT OF THE TIME.
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COLOUR RANGE
STONE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK ICE | ACCENT | BEVELLED
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OAK: CHARMING  
IN EVERY WAY  
REGARDLESS OF  
THE COLOUR.

COLOUR RANGE
LAVA

PLANK APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK | ORIGINAL | BEVELLED, BRUSHED
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COLOUR RANGE
TERRA

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK HAVANA | SPECTRUM | BEVELLED
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COLOUR RANGE
TERRA

A UNIQUE WAVE-LIKE  
TEXTURE BESTOWS THIS 
FLOOR AN EXTRAORDINARY 
CHARACTER.

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK KROKANT | ACCENT | BEVELLED, ANTIQUE SCRAPED
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COLOUR RANGE
STONE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK TRÜFFELGRAU | SELECT | BEVELLED
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PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK AUSTER | ACCENT | BEVELLED, BRUSHED

COLOUR RANGE
STONE24



COLOUR RANGE
STONE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK SAVANNE | SELECT | BEVELLED, BRUSHED
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MAINTENANCE-FREE 
PARQUET MAINTENANCE-

FREE PARQUET:  
A UNIQUE  
INNOVATION

UNIQUE WORLD-
WIDE: NO MAINTE-
NANCE REQUIRED, 
SAVES YOU TIME 
AND MONEY.

REVOLUTIONARY 
TECHNOLOGY MEANS ONLY 
GENTLE CLEANING IS NEEDED.GENTLE CLEANING IS NEEDED.

I LOVE ACCURATE 
APPEARANCES.APPEARANCCES.

OUR SPECIAL PORE  
SEALING PROCESS.
OUR SPECIAL PORE
SEALING PROCESS.

COMPLICATED AND TIME 
CONSUMING MAINTENANCE IS 

NO LONGER REQUIRED.

COOMPLICATAA ED AND TIME
CONSUMMING MAINTENANCE IS

NON  LONGER REQUIRED.
SHOWS 
DURABILITY. 
SHOWS 
DURABILIITYY.
SHOWS

THIS IS PARQUET INTELLIGENCE: 

THE WORLD‘S FIRST 
MAINTENANCE-FREE 
PARQUET! 

Are you looking for a parquet floor that 

offers you practical benefits?

Our Intelligent Solution: The unique, special 
sealing that goes down to the pores, makes 
our parquet maintenance free.  All it takes is 
a gentle clean saving time and money. Your 
floor remains beautiful without any 
maintenance.
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COLOUR RANGE
NATURE

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK | ESSENCE | BEVELLED, BRUSHED

YOU CAN  
ALWAYS 
IDENTIFY OUR 
MAINTENANCE-
FREE PRODUCTS 
BY THE  
MAINTENANCE-
FREE SYMBOL. 
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PROVIDES A 
ROOM WITH  
STYLE AND  
DISTINCTIVENESS

Wideboards are a special size between 
the plank and block appearance sizes. 
This special parquet floor is an  
expression of contemporary design and 
works well in large, well-used living  
areas. At the same time, the wideboards 
fit perfectly and stylishly into smaller 
rooms and give them a high level of  
aesthetics. 



 WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK COFFEE SILVER | ORIGINAL

COLOUR RANGE
STONE 29



COLOUR RANGE
FIRE

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | ROBINIA STEAMED | ORIGINAL

30



WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | NUT STEAMED | STRUCTURE

COLOUR RANGE
TERRA 31



WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK | SELECT

COLOUR RANGE
NATURE32



COLOUR RANGE
STONE

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK AUSTER | SELECT | BEVELLED, BRUSHED
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WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK ICE | ORIGINAL

COLOUR RANGE
NATURE34



COLOUR RANGE
LAVA

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK BLACK PEPPER | ORIGINAL | BEVELLED

WP 4100 custom product for herringbone pattern -  available for orders of or above 100 m2
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COLOUR RANGE
FIRE

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | CHERRY STEAMED | SELECT

36



COLOUR RANGE
STONE

WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | OAK TRÜFFELFRAU | SPECTRUM
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WITH ITS SPECIAL 
EXCLUSIVE SIZE,  
THE WIDEBOARD  

APPEARANCE  
MAKES FOR A  

STYLISH AMBIENCE. 

COLOUR RANGE
STONE38



WIDEBOARD APPEARANCE | ASH POLAR | NATURAL

COLOUR RANGE
STONE 39



HEALTHY  
PARQUET HEALTHY  

PARQUET

PROMOTES A 
FEELING OF WELL 
BEING, WHILE 
OPTIMISING THE 
ROOM CLIMATE.

CREATE HEALTHY 
SURROUNDINGS WITH 
THE AAAA-EFFECT. THE AAAA EFFECT.

I LOVE IT’S 
NATURE.NATA URE.

HIGHER FLOOR 
TEMPERATURE OF 
UP TO 2.2 °C. 

HIGHER FLOOR
TEMPERATAA URE OF
UP TO 2.2 °C.

PROMOTES  
WELL-BEING.

PROMOTES
WELL-BEING.

100% PURE AND 
TOTALLY NATURAL. 
100% PURRE AND
TOTATT LLYLL NNATTAA URAL.

THIS IS PARQUET INTELLIGENCE:  

THE FIRST HEAL-
THY PARQUET WITH 
AAAA-EFFECT! 

Are you looking for a parquet floor that 

offers you healthy surroundings?

Our Intelligent Solution: our healthy parquet 
with it’s Allergy-free, Antibacterial, Antista-
tic and Alive qualities, creates a hygienic, 
healthy atmosphere of well-being.  Contrary 
to carpets, dust and dirt cannot get a per-
manent foothold on the smooth surfaces and 
mites have no habitat.
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YOU CAN  
ALWAYS 
IDENTIFY 
OUR HEALTHY 
PRODUCTS BY 
THE HEALTHY 
SYMBOL. 

BLOCK APPEARANCE | NUT STEAMED | STRUCTURE

COLOUR RANGE
TERRA 41



NO SOONER SAID  
THAN DONE. 

We listen to Mother Nature, and feel obliged to align our 
company with the environment.  We invite you to follow our 
example!

  Our raw timber is almost exclusively derived from  
European, sustainable forests.

  We are one of the first parquet manufacturer to have 
ceased using tropical hardwood timber for a number of 
years.

  Support for Greenpeace forest projects.  By purchasing 
a Weitzer Parkett product, you are contributing to saving 
the last remaining virgin forests in Romania.

 Energy is a valuable resource, our internal biomass 
 power plant, photovoltaic systems and hydroelectric 
 power plant allow us to produce not only 
 environmentally friendly district heating, but also 
 eco-power.  The energy produced in this sustainable 
 manner provides power not only for Weitzer Parkett but 
 also for more than half of the city of Weiz.  This  
 corresponds to a capacity of more than 2000 
 households.

  We make a significant contribution to a positive eco 
balance by means of our overall value-add chain: 

 resources from nearby locations, short transport paths, 
 production in Austria, renewable energy, and much 
 more besides.

 We are a step ahead:  Weitzer Parkett is the first and 

 only manufacturer in the market to offer an overall 

 solution for parquet flooring and adhesive that is free 

 from plasticizers.

THIS IS  PARQUET INTELLIGENCE: 

HAND IN HAND  
WITH MOTHER NATURE

Do you expect Environmental Responsibility that you 

can trust?

Our Intelligent Solution: Tropical timber has been a taboo 
for us for a long time and we actively support Greenpeace‘s 
forest protection projects. Our innovative strength helps 
us to implement particularly efficient measures in  
matters of ecology: our in-house biomass co-generation 
plant, photovoltaic system, and hydroelectric plant are 
just a few examples of our responsible actions in terms of  
future generations. 

ECOLOGY42



ECOLOGYWE LISTEN TO  
MOTHER NATURE 

OUR ECOLOGICAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR FUTURE 
GENERATIONS. 

„Healthy flourishing forests play 
a key role in the global climate, 
and consequently for life as a 
whole.  Accepting responsibility 
for the environment is a major 
concern for us.  That’s why as 
personal sponsors, we support 
the  forest 
campaign in Romania for the 
preservation of the last 
remaining virgin forests 
in Europe“

Nicola Weitzer and  

Michael Wesonig

70 m2 Weitzer Parkett  

   Oak-Plank absorb 

       1 ton of  CO
2
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A PARQUET 
THAT MATCHES 
ANY STYLE

The block appearance is a timeless 
classical design. It enables the 
greatest latitude in parquet  
patterns such as herringbone, 
plait, shifted dice or lamella –  
especially in combination with 
other formats. Thanks to its 
diversity, block parquet goes well 
with any style of furnishing. This is 
a great advantage because when 
furniture has to be changed again 
and again to keep up with the latest 
trends, the floor can remain  
unchanged. And everything  
repeatedly fits together into a  
harmonious whole. 

BLOCK 
APPEARANCE 
CREATES 
MORE
LATITUDE



BLOCK APPEARANCE | NUT STEAMED | SELECT

COLOUR RANGE
TERRA 45



BLOCK APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK | ORIGINAL

COLOUR RANGE
LAVA46



COLOUR RANGE
FIRE

BLOCK APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK CRANBERRY | STRUCTURE

A BRILLIANT EFFECT: 
WHEN RED TONES 

REFLECT ON 
FUMED OAK. 

47



COLOUR RANGE
STONE

BLOCK APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK MYSTIC | STRUCTURE | BRUSHED
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COLOUR RANGE
NATURE

BLOCK APPEARANCE | OAK | EXQUISITE
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BLOCK APPEARANCE | OAK KASCHMIR | NATURE 

COLOUR RANGE
STONE50



BLOCK APPEARANCE | ASH POLAR | SELECT

COLOUR RANGE
STONE 51



SOUND-REDUCTION 
PARQUET SOUND-REDUCTION 

PARQUET  
WITH SILENT  
INTELLIGENCE™ 

ACHIEVE MAXIMUM 
SOUND REDUCTION.

SOUND-REDUCTION  
PARQUET WITH  
SILENT INTELLIGENCE™SILENT INTELLIGENCE

I LOVE THE PEACE 
AND QUIET.AND QUIET.

IMPROVED PROTECTION 
FOR YOUR FLOOR.
IMPROVED PROTECTION
FOR YOUR FLOOR.

CAN BE OPTIMALLY 
COMBINED WITH OTHER 

FLOORING.

AN BE OPCA TIMALLYLL
COM NEDBIN WITH OTHER

FLOORING.

EASY ON 
THE JOINTS.
EASY ONN
THE JOINNTTS.

THIS IS PARQUET INTELLIGENCE: 

THE FIRST SOUND- 
REDUCTION PARQUET  
WITH SILENT  
INTELLIGENCE™

Do you long for peace and quiet? 

Our Intelligent Solution: An innovative product 
structure that for the first time has made it pos-
sible to reduce the sound right at the source, pro-
viding outstanding reduction in subsonic and am-
bient noise. Test results from the Graz University 
of Technology  indicated a noise reduction of more 
than half of the normal perceived volume.
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BLOCK APPEARANCE | CANADIAN MAPLE | NATURE

YOU CAN AL-
WAYS IDENTIFY 
OUR SOUND-
REDUCTION 
PRODUCTS BY 
THE SOUND-
REDUCTION 
SYMBOL. 

COLOUR RANGE
SAND 53



WOOD  
AND  
MUSIC

MUSIC LOVES 
WOOD

WHAT WOULD  
ANTONIO  
STRADIVARI
HAVE DONE  
WITHOUT WOOD? 

A TRUE SOUND EXPERIENCE IS 
WHEN THE WOOD IN CONCERT 

HALLS PERFECTS THE PLEASURE 
OF LISTENING TO MUSIC. 

MUSIC SCHOOL PEUERBACH | UPPER AUSTRIA
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WOOD  
AND  

MUSIC

WOOD HAS  
A SOUL

Wood is a living part of nature. It breathes,  
makes sounds and has character. Many people 
take advantage of these features, not just  
Weitzer Parkett.

Wood is also at the forefront of the music world. 
Antonio Stradivarius made the most famous  
violins from this material. Playing them is 
described as lively. They flicker and move like 
candle light. 

Resonant wood (also called tone wood) is used 
to make wooden musical instruments. Slow 
straight growth, tight tree rings, few knots and a 
high velocity of sound characterize this wood.

Depending on the instrument and purpose, 
various types of wood can be used. For violins, 

woods like spruce, sycamore maple and willow 
are used. Guitars and pianos are made from 
various types of spruce.

Resonant wood is stored for many years and 
air-dried until it is ready for use. It is good for 
reducing all kinds of tension so a high quality 
instrument can be made. 

This is similar to Weitzer Parkett: decades of 
experience with drying guarantee the highest 
degree of form stability and accuracy of fit,  
and prevent problematic gap formations at  
recommended room temperatures.
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MODERN  
AND DIVERSE

Only Weitzer Parkett has the 
strip appearance. The smallest 
size in the product line offers 
flexibility for an extraordinarily 
design. The nuance-rich strips 
give the room a personal touch 
regardless of what type of wood 
or colour tone is used. Thus you 
can create a great degree of 
individuality in your room. 



COLOUR RANGE
STONE

STRIP APPEARANCE | OAK SAVANNE | NATURE 
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STRIP APPEARANCE | FUMED OAK | NATURE

THE STRIP  
APPEARANCE. LIKE 

LIFE, IT IS FULL  
OF NUANCES.

COLOUR RANGE
LAVA58



STRIP APPEARANCE | NUT STEAMED | ORIGINAL

COLOUR RANGE
TERRA 59



STRIP APPEARANCE | CHERRY STEAMED | ORIGINAL

COLOUR RANGE
FIRE60



STRIP APPEARANCE | OAK | NATURE

COLOUR RANGE
NATURE 61



STRIP APPEARANCE | OAK KASCHMIR | NATURE

COLOUR RANGE
STONE62



STRIP APPEARANCE | MOUNTAIN MAPLE | SELECT

COLOUR RANGE
SAND 63



UNIMAGINED  
PARQUET BEAUTY 
IS OFTEN  
HIDDEN IN OLD  
MAGNIFICENT  
BUILDINGS SUCH 
AS THE VIENNESE 
CITY HALL.

TRADITION DURABILITY  
THAT OUTLASTS 
TIME

OUR WOODEN 
FLOORS CONTINUE 
A BIT OF AUSTRIAN 
TRADITION AND  
HISTORY. 
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GLORIETTE | SCHÖNBRUNN PALACE, VIENNA SECESSION | VIENNAVIENNESE „FIAKER“ IN FRONT OF CITY HALL

PARQUET AS A WITNESS  
TO HISTORY

Parquet created by a master hand lasts a lifetime and longer.  
Our generation and our descendants can be certain of this.

Millions of visitors come to Austria each year, not least because of the 
famous buildings from the times of the monarchy. Vienna is a source of 
opulent magnificent buildings like the Wiener Hofburg, the State Opera, 

and the Schönbrunn and Belvedere palaces indicative of the Viennese 
Secession style. 

Each and every one of these famous buildings has parquet floors, which 
are handmade and affectionately preserved for all time. They are part of 

the legacy of what is noble and valuable. On their floors, the waltz was 
born, emperors were crowned and presidents appointed. Their longevity 
is proof that wood is the right medium when searching for durability.
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STAIRS

PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK | ESSENCE

ENTIRELY 
IDENTICAL 
COLOURS FOR 
FLOORS AND 
STAIRS

BECAUSE A  
PERFECTLY 
SHAPED 
ROOM DESIGN 
SHOULDN’T END 
WITH THE STAIRS.
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STAIRS

58 mm edge profile
Step profile ideal for covering 
existing steps

Block step profile
the combination of tread and 
riser completely hides old stairs

40 mm edge profile
Classical step profile

EDGE PROFILE 40 
enables continuous installation

EDGE PROFILE 58 
enables continuous installation

BLOCK STEP PROFILE
enables continuous installation

EDGE PROFILE

A MOULDING FOR EVERY STAIR

Front edge and wall cover moulding taylor-made to match stair-covering. Another uniform intelligent solution by Weitzer Parkett.

WALL COVER 
MOULDING

INNER MOULDING
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BRILLIANT  
COLOURS  
FOR HIGHEST 
DEMANDS

GREAT VARIETY. 
MOST BEAUTIFUL 
TRENDS.

COLOUR RANGES
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FUMED OAK ICE

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

FUMED OAK BLACK PEPPER

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

18 | 35

OAK BLACK OLIVE

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance

OAK BLACK PEPPER

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

OAK COGNAC

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

OAK HAVANA OAK KROKANT

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Block appearance

Available format:  

Plank appearance

See page 

21

See page 

22

NUT STEAMED

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

31 | 41 | 45 | 59

FUMED OAK

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

20 | 46 | 58

OAK COFFEE

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance
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COLOUR RANGES
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PEAR STEAMED BEECH STEAMED

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

FUMED OAK CRANBERRY

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

See page 

47

ROBINIA STEAMED

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

4 | 30

Cover

OAK

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

17 | 27 | 32 | 49 | 61 | 66

OAK BARRIQUE

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

OAK PURE

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

OAK GINGER

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance

OAK MANDEL

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

CHERRY STEAMED

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

36 | 60
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OAK KASCHMIR

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

13 | 50 | 62

See page 

24 | 33

OAK TAUPE ICE

Available format:  

 Wideboard appearance

See page 

6

ASH POLAR

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

See page 

39 | 51

OAK ICE

Available format:  

Plank appearance, 
Wideboard appearance

See page 

19 | 34

OAK TAUPE

Available format:  

Plank appearance

OAK POLAR

Available format:  

Plank appearance

FUMED OAK MYSTICOAK COFFEE SILVER

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

See page 

48

See page 

29

OAK AUSTER

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

OAK SAVANNE

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

25 | 57

OAK TRÜFFELGRAU

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Wideboard appearance

See page 

23 | 37

OAK COCONUT

Available format:  

Plank appearance

70
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Wood is a natural product and is therefore subject to variations in colour and grain. Pictures and Samples are for general guidance only.

STONE PINE EDELWEISS

Available format:  

Plank appearance

CANADIAN MAPLE

Available format:  

Plank appearance,  
Block appearance

See page 

53

ASH LATTE

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance,  
Block appearance

ASH

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

MAPLE BLANCHE

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

ASH ICE

Available format:  

Wideboard appearance

MOUNTAIN MAPLE

Available format:  

Plank appearance, Wideboard 
appearance, Block appearance, 
Strip appearance

See page 

63

WE STAND FOR  
REAL VALUES. 

Developed by the European Federation of the Parquet Industry (“FEP”), only 
solid and multi-layered real wood floors such as those manufactured by 
Weitzer Parkett may carry the Real Wood logo. The campaign for real wood 
floors has been developed to avoid confusion between real timber floors and 
laminate floors (laminate cannot carry the “Real Wood” label). 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: 
WE’RE TAKING A STANCE. 

As the world’s oldest and best-known eco-label, the Blue Angel stands for 
credibility and competence. It identifies products which are particularly en-
vironmentally friendly and at the same time meet high demands in relation 
to health and employment protection. Weitzer Parkett products have been 
tested in accordance with these strict guidelines, and as a result are entitled 
to carry the Blue Angel seal of approval.

WE’RE TAKING  
RESPONSIBILITY. 

Weitzer Parkett holds the PEFC Certificate of sustainable forestry. This 
Europe-wide system of forest certification acts as a common framework 
for national and regional certification schemes PEFC (Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification scheme) is a certification system initi-
ated by European private forest owners and promotes sustainable forestry.

71



REFERENCES

LEVI`S SHOWROOM | OSLO

UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS 
AND BUSINESS | VIENNA

THE ELEGANT 
HERRINGBONE 

PATTERN IS NEVER 
OUT OF FASHION.
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REFERENCES

EIFFEL TOWER | PARIS RITZ-CARLTON | BERLINARCHITECT HENRIETTE SALVESEN | OSLO 

INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE  
PROJECTS BRIEFLY PRESENTED

The high quality of Weitzer Parkett speaks for itself. For a long time now parquet 
floors have been known and in demand outside Austria. Many trust in the fine 
craftsmanship that comes with the “Made in Austria” label: from the “Boutique 
Officielle de la Tour Eiffel” of the “Relay” chain in the Eiffel Tower to a fashion store 
in Canada to a church in Spain and the Ritz-Carlton in Berlin. But why not see for 
yourself in the following pages?

WEITZER  
PARKETT 
SPEAKS MANY 
LANGUAGES

OUR PARQUET 
FLOORS ARE  
AT HOME 
THROUGHOUT 
THE WORLD.

73



REFERENCES

FASHION LOVES  
PARQUET. AS SHOWN 

IN THE PINK  
TARTAN FASHION 

BOUTIQUE IN  
TORONTO, CANADA. 

DESIGNER: BURDI FELIK
PHOTOGRAPHER: BEN RAHN

MOUNTAIN STATION AHORNBAHN | ZILLERTAL, AUSTRIA

74



REFERENCES

LEONARDO ROYAL HOTEL | MUNICH

BERNERHOF, FOREIGN OFFICE | SWITZERLAND

FOR SPECIAL  
MOMENTS: WHEN  
FOREIGN DELEGATIONS 
ARE WELCOMED ON 
WEITZER PARKETT.

75



LUXURY, TIMELESS 
ELEGANCE AND 

WELL-BEING 
TO BE FOUND IN 

HOTEL SANS SOUCI, 
VIENNA.

DESIGNER: BURDI FELIK
PHOTOGRAPHER: BEN RAHN

JO MALONE 
BOUTIQUE | FRANCE

TAUERN SPA | AUSTRIA

REFERENCES76



REFERENCES

COUNTRY CLUB KITZBÜHL | AUSTRIA

STOKKE AS HEADQUATER | NORWAY

NATURAL AND 
UNIQUE: FOR 
DISCERNING 
CLIENTS.

77

BALANCE RESORT | AUSTRIA 

SHOPPING NORD | AUSTRIA 



weitzer-parkett.com
Your Weitzer Parkett Partner

Weitzer Parkett 
Klammstraße 24 
8160 Weiz, AUSTRIA
Phone: +43 (0)3172/2372-0 
Fax: +43 (0)3172/2372-401
office@weitzer-parkett.com 
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COVER: PLANK APPEARANCE | OAK GINGER | 
 VIBRANT | BEVELLED, BRUSHED
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